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 PRESS RELEASE 

Aarburg, 08. November 2013 

 Zimmerli of Switzerland opens boutique in Taipei 

 

The traditional Swiss brand Zimmerli of Switzerland opened in Taipei its first flagship store 

in Greater China. Zimmerli CEO, Marcel Hossli, the Director of the Trade Office of Swiss 

Industries, Mr. Jost Feer, and boutique operator, Ms. Shao Lan Wang were present at the 

grand opening. With this move, Zimmerli makes another important step in expanding its 

distribution in Greater China. 

The shop is located in the exclusive luxury shopping mall BELLAVITA and offers Asian 

customers 120 m2 of the finest underwear in the world. With the opening of the third mono-

brand boutique, Zimmerli of Switzerland continues its pursuit of exceptional presence in the 

best locations in the world. 

After the successful opening of boutiques in Paris and Moscow, Zimmerli drives forward its 

expansion strategy in the Asian region further anchoring its claim, «The world's finest 

underwear, “Handmade in Switzerland since in 1871», in emerging markets. Zimmerli plans to 

open 3-4 brand-specific areas every year. These could also be as shop-in-shops in 

collaboration with luxury department stores, as seen most recently at Jelmoli in Zurich and 

KaDeWe in Berlin. 

The specially developed concept for boutiques and shop-in-shops areas offers an appropriate 

environment for the luxury men and women ranges. In this respect, the colour and material 

concept of the interior emphasizes the positioning objective of providing the highest quality 

one can see and feel. 

The shopping mall BELLA VITA is located centrally in the Xinyi District Special Zone. Well-

established luxury brands, many from Europe, are present on nine spaciously designed floors. 
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For the affluent Taiwanese, BELLA VITA is the pertinent address for sophisticated shopping 

and gourmet pleasures. 

 

Image download, Zimmerli of Switzerland, Taipei 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/tlu373v9vjpvk5z/klbvMaPbFr 

Under http://zimmerli.burki-scherer.ch/ all high resolution images of Zimmerli of 

Switzerland are ready to be downloaded. Zimmerli of Switzerland is pleased to give 

you a login.  
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